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Dijet centrality ratio analysis Dijet centrality ratio analysis 

w.r.tw.r.t. . 

Dijet angular distribution analysisDijet angular distribution analysis

Amnon Harel

for the authors

But, didn’t have time for most to review this 
– all mistakes are on me
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ContentContent

1.Caveat

2.Fundamental difference – the observable

3.Stylistic differences – some details
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CaveatCaveat
I have only a flitting familiarity with the dijet angular 

distribution (AD) analysis.

Please point out any factual errors!

In particular, ommissions…

These are “things to discuss” and this is the 1st working 

meeting where we’re discussing them. 

Not surprising if some can be resolved on the spot…
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““Robust observableRobust observable””
We often say that the dijet centrality ratio is a “robust observable”. 

How does that translate into publication possibilities?

One way, which I personally think is important, is that propagating 

systematic uncertainties to the result is easy and straight forward.

• both known, and unexpected last-minute surprises

• JES, JER, HW issues, etc.

the SM vs. signal separation is fairly localized in Mjj (more on that 

later), and this allows us to “neglect” the pT dependence of 

systematic effects. We take the reasonable and conservative 

approximation of complete correlation and vary any effect fully at 

all Mjj. 

• The AD analysis may be in a similar situation (see later slides)
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““Robust observableRobust observable”” -- IIII
Propagating η–dependent effects is trivial:

• Just vary one of our regions up (in all η bins) and that’s a 

reasonably conservative estimation. 

• But when analyzing shapes, many possible shape changing 

effects need to be taken into account.

• e.g. what happens in the JES is too high at 1.0< η <1.3?

Concrete example: shortly before ICHEP drifting pedestals were 

identified in HCAL channel (14,31). 

We had at hand several datasets (list from Jim):

1. prompt reco with problem

2. rereco with channel masked

3. prompt reco for runs before problem started

We were able to quickly quantify the effect of the problem on our 

observable, and show how it was covered by our “catch all” systematic 

uncertainty, as planned!
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Stylistic differences (?)Stylistic differences (?)

It seems to us (not that we’re really objective ☺) that the dijet centrality 

ratio (CR) analysis took a more conservative approach in several

details of the analysis.

We hope to converge with the dijet angular distributions (AD) 

analysis on these details.
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Signal and kSignal and k--factorsfactors
“NLO corrections” for contact interactions
• both analyses use Pythia generated contact interaction + QCD 

models – not a true NLO prediction. Both apply NLO corrections

• AD analysis applies an SM (QCD) k-factor to these events.

• i.e. the new physics signal (s-channel production) is scaled 

by the QCD k-factor (t-channel production).

• CD analysis applies an SM (QCD) k-shift to these events

• i.e. only the QCD part is changed. 

New physics contributions are pure Pythia

• applying a correction to the new physics contributions increases

the signal to background separation. 

• From Jim’s rough first look this seems like a significant effect.
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““Contact interactionContact interaction””
What do we mean by “contact interaction”?
• AD analysis uses the ones modeled in Pythia as is (?)

• CR analysis uses only the generic aspects:

• we look for where the details of the contact interaction 

modeled in Pythia come into play

• where the CR plateaus, or Λ, which ever is smaller

• Any suggestions?

• we ignore events above that

• From a 1st rough estimate this seems like a small effect

• ~100GeV on the ICHEP limits
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““Excited quarkExcited quark””
What do we mean by “generic resonance search”?
• I don’t know what AD analysis plans

• CR analysis uses only the generic aspects:

• we look for where the intrinsic tails of the Breit-Wigner 

dominated the experimental (Gaussian) smearing of the peak, 

and ignore the model predictions in the tails

• Otherwise:

• the high tail plays a large role – as the QCD background peters 

out with high Mjj faster than the resonance does.

• The tails depend on relative phase between QCD & resonance
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ConclusionsConclusions
Depend on the feedback from the angular distribution 

analyzers and all…

Should be able to converge on the stylistic differences 

– just how conservative should we be on such details?


